This sheet was jointly filled in on the basis of the conversations of the kindergarten with the parents conducted in the course of the upcoming school enrolment of the child. The parents shall present the sheet and sheets respectively at the school enrolment.\(^1\) Filling in of the sheet and its presentation at school enrolment is voluntary for the parents.

You may comment on answers with a * on the back.

1. The child attends the kindergarten ..........................................................................................................

   since ........................................ until (expected) .................................................................

2. The child has the following special interests and/or skills:

   ........................................................................................................................................

3. The child participated in the following offers within or outside of the kindergarten during the last year before school enrolment:

   O Early support
   O Ergotherapy
   O Speech therapy
   O Mobile special educational help

   O Preliminary course „Learning German before start of school”

   Additional support is still considered important by the parents and kindergarten in the following fields:

   ........................................................................................................................................

4. The school shall observe the following fields more intensively, because there could be a special skill or special need for support:

   O Physical development*
   O Linguistic development*
   O There is no need for a more intensive observation in one of these fields currently.

   O Mental development*
   O Social and emotional development*

5. School enrolment of the child

   Parents’ wish:                              Proposal by the kindergarten:
   O Enrolment at the regular time             O Enrolment at the regular time
   O Early enrolment, because* .............   O Early enrolment, because* .............
   O Deferment, because* ......................   O Deferment, because* ......................
   O Enrolment not at the Sprengelschule,     O Enrolment not at the Sprengelschule,
   but at*: ......................................... but at*: .........................................

   Place, date                               Stamp and signature of the kindergarten
   ........................................................................................................................................

   Place, date                               Signature of the parents
   ........................................................................................................................................

\(^1\) In case of a change of the kindergarten in the year before school enrolment, several sheets may also be filled in.